
Royal Stronghold Instructions
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All of the Royal Stronghold pieces laid out
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1 Lay out the pieces for the outer walls and floors

-Wall spacer x5   -Corner wall spacer x4   -12” arrowslit wall x2   -Inside corner wallx4   -8x8 floor x2   -4x4 floor x2   
-6x1 floor x2   -2x1 floor x2   -Gatehouse construction x1 (Drawbridge wall, Double door wall, gatehouse floor)
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2 Add in the wall skins and pieces for the internal room

-Cube spacer x14   -Corner wall spacer x2   -Arrowslit wall skin x5   -solid wall skin x8   -Corner arrowslit wall skin (R&L) x2    
-Corner tower cutout wall skin (R&L) x4   -Insert slot wall skin x3   -Inside corner wall x2
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Close-up and additional views
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3 How the corner walls come together

No additional pieces for this step. Pieces mentioned are (4 for each corner):
-Corner wall spacer x4   -Corner tower cutout wall skin (R&L) x4    -Inside corner wall x4
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4 Put together the pieces and assemble the pieces for the room 
and double thick walls in the back

No additional pieces for this step. 
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5 The base of the castle all put together

No additional pieces for this step. 
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     Assemble two of 
the back door and 
put it on each side. 
The left side should 
be symmetrically       
opposite

6

-Insert Door wall x2
-Insert corner post x2
-3/4 insert wall x2
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7 Place the roof platforms over the back rooms

-4x4 roof platform x2   -2x4 roof platform x2
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8 Assemble the base of the towers on each side of the castle. Use 
the cut out crenellations on top of the walls right next to the   
towers

-3/4 6” tower platform x4  -3/4 tower floor x4  -Tower floor extension x12  -Half solid tower wall x4  -Quarter solid tower wallx4   
-Tower cutout crenellations (R&L) x2   -Cutout corner 2x2 floor x2
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10 Put the battlements on the roofs of the back. Use the transition 
battlements next to the tower cutout crenellations

-Straight battlement x4   -Corner battlement x2   -Transition battlement (R&L) x1
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11 Put the remaining battlements and floors on the roof. Also put 
the crenellations and stairs near the doors.

-Straight battlement x4   -4x4 floor x1   -2x2 floor x4   -Straight crenellation x2   -Stone stairs x4
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Additional and close-up views 
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12 Put the wall platforms on 
the castle walls and add            
crenellations to the gatehouse. 
Don’t forget to put the torch 
walls into the slot walls.

-Long Wall platform x2   -Corner wall platform x2  -Wall platform x2  -Accessory slot crenellation x2  -High crenellated corner 
x2 -City builder LED wall x2
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13 Put the crenellations on the wall. Be sure to use the tower cut-
out crenellations in the corners for the towers.

-Rampart crenellation x14   -Accessory slot crenellation x2   -Tower cutout crenellations (R&L) x2
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14 Construct the city builder room 
on the back wall of the cas-
tle. Add the dwarven pillars to   
support the crenellations

(CBS = City Builder System)
-CBS 4x4 floor x1   -CBS 2x4 floor x1   -Gargoyle post x4   -Double corner stone post x2  -CBS stone door wall x1
-CBS arched windows x3   -CBS half wall x2    -Dwarven pillar x2
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16 Put the crenellations on the room and add the LED coal 
pit in the middle of the courtyard.

-Accessory slot crenellation x2   -High crenellated corner x4   -LED floor x1   -LED coal pit x1
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17 The layouts of each of the floors of the tower. Construct for each 
of the 4 towers. (stair direction depends on tower)

These are the 6” towers so use the larger diameter, 6” walls

2nd level      3rd level        4th level        5th level          Top level
                (Castle wall top level)                                                                             (Battlements)

-Half arrowslit wall
-Quarter Solid wall

-Tower floor
-Floor extensions - 2
-Tower stairs

-Quarter arrowslit wall
-Quarter Solid wall
-LED wall
-Double Door wall

-Tower floor
-Floor extensions - 3
-Tower stairs

-Quarter arrowslit wall -2 
-Quarter Solid wall
-Arch window wall

-Tower floor
-Floor extensions - 3
-Tower stairs

-Half Arrowslit wall - 2

-Tower floor
-Floor extensions - 3

-Large tower battlements - 4
-Trapdoor tower floor
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17 Add the towers on the corners of the castle, and build the small 
2 level towers with roofs for the back 2 towers, and you’re done! 
Fill the castle up with accessories and adventure away!

-4” half solid wall x2   -4” quarter solid wall x2   -4” door wall x2   -4” window wall x8   -4” tower platform x2   -Round roof x2   
-Crows nest x2   -Cone roof tip x2
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